Global Standards, Local Service

Buy or hire the very latest quality wire rope and lifting gear
Benefit from accredited training & maintenance and inspection
Challenge us to find a solution to your most problematic
lifting requirements
Be assured that health and safety is our number one priority

CERTEX

A Legacy Worth Sharing
CERTEX has been providing lifting gear to oil and gas
producers for almost half a century.
We are privileged to have worked with energy companies
of all sizes over this time, continually developing our
understanding of the rigorous demands of your industry
and keeping health and safety at the forefront of
everything we do.
In fact, you could say that health and safety is in our DNA.
Energy is an exacting and dynamic market to be involved
in and with a presence in several of the world’s leading
oil fields our engineers are well-placed to stay ahead of
technical changes while still exceeding the health and
safety requirements laid down by European legislation.
Be it rope, lifting gear, or statutory maintenance and
inspection, CERTEX welcomes the challenge of finding
safe and efficient lifting solutions for the most demanding
situations.
We don’t claim to know everything; but when it comes to
safe lifting, we know more than most.
We call it our Lifting Know-how – our most
valuable legacy.
Let our expertise become a part of yours.

Unprecedented stock levels distributed worldwide
Personal service from point of ordering through to delivery
Field engineers offering practical advice and support
Personal customer care, including training and inspection services

Global Standards
The Very Best of Both Worlds
CERTEX is made up of a group of specialist international
lifting companies around the world. We have distribution
centres in more than 40 European locations, not to
mention additional bases in Russia, Estonia, Latvia,
and beyond.
Between us we have an agreed commitment that our
customers will always benefit from our global strength
without it detracting from the personal service for which
CERTEX is renowned.
Hence our overriding promise: ‘Global Standards,
Local Services’.
It is not just a ‘sales talk’. CERTEX’s collective buying
power means greater stock at better prices for our
customers, while our global distribution system enhances
choice and efficiency. Yet, first and foremost, it is our
relationships with our customers at local level that we
value the most. We have locally-based representatives
visiting customers in person each working day, not to
mention an army of field engineers working hard for our
customers, around the clock.
We believe it is possible to have the best of both worlds.

ds, Local Service

Qua

Choose quality goods from leading manufacturers
Get the latest technical information and advice
Use our turn-key service to get the rope for the job
Try the RopeTex range – CERTEX’s own trustworthy brand

uality Wire Rope
A Product for Every Situation
CERTEX has the largest steel wire rope store in Europe.
Not only do we provide exactly the right product for
every application, but our expertise in rope usage
and the product advice we are able to offer, are second
to none.
Every lifting job off-shore is challenging, and we have
the best available high performance ropes for the most
extreme situations, be it deep waters; high endurance,
or demanding breaking strengths.
Our specialist procurement team works closely with
manufacturers to ensure all our wire ropes achieve
optimum quality. All our supplied wire rope meets
stringent European standards and will arrive at your
premises as quickly as possible. We also offer a turn-key
service where we source and prepare a rope to suit
your needs.
CERTEX engineers are able to oversee all routine
maintenance keeping your lifting operations legally
complaint and re-certifying ropes for continued use.

Select from 50,000 of the very best lifting products
Buy or hire – whichever suits you best
Benefit from our global fast ordering system
All top brands delivered worldwide

The Best Lifting
Tried and Tested Over Time
CERTEX has been supplying and developing lifting
equipment for more than five decades. The knowledge
and experience gained during this time enables us to
achieve the best out of each product we supply.
Our current catalogue exceeds 50,000 items and covers
every conceivable lifting gear component from lifting
beams for cranes, swivels and crane blocks; through to
accessories including clamps and magnet lifters, and
essential lifting hardware such as shackles, eyebolts,
lifting rings and rigging screws.
We also supply wire, chain, textile and fibre rope slings;
fibre ropes for marine use; and a full range of height
safety equipment covering harnesses, lanyards and fall
arrest gear including abseil and evacuation devices.
Needless to say, you can expect to see all the leading
brands within our product range, which includes our own
quality range ‘PowerTex’.
You can purchase or rent equipment from us, and with
rental contracts we take responsibility for the routine
inspection and repair of your goods keeping them legally
certified during their life cycle.

Products

Inspecti

Stay in line with health and safety law
Enjoy the convenience of our on-site service
Have access to one of the largest test benches available
Reach new heights with CERTEX’s Rope Access people

tion and Testing
Leading the Way Across Europe
Nowhere is the legislative inspection and testing of lifting
components more vital than in the risky world of oil and
gas. Complex lifting scenarios and harsh conditions make
the safe use of all equipment paramount.
That’s why CERTEX has taken its inspection and testing
facilities to the next possible level. We have one of
Northern Europe’s largest test benches built to handle a
pulling force of up to 1200 tonnes. We can break test up to
960 tonnes and carry angle tests on spreader beams up to
500 tonnes.
We also have some of the world’s best level 3 Rope Access
Abseilers who can safely reach the highest and most
exposed situations without the aid of scaffolding.
Our field engineers are available to carry out nondestructive testing and the inspection of all fixed lifting
gear on your premises. Compliant inspection reports and
certificates are all part of the service.
It is specialist services like these that make us pretty
dynamic when it comes to keeping your lifting operations
lawful and safe.

Repair and

Use our ‘as new’ repair services to prolong product life
Be reassured that we will keep your stock compliant
Request one-off repairs or full stock maintenance
Receive local service with rapid response times

nd Maintenance
A Clean Bill of Health for Every Customer
With any lifting system the key to longevity is to have the
right products for the job and then to take good care of
them over time.
At CERTEX we will work with you to achieve this on
both counts.
Our Lifting Know-how ensures that you will always be
recommended the best possible components for any
application, but we go further still with an efficient repair
service designed to keep your equipment healthy and
complaint, year after year.
Maintenance work is so often integral to successful
legislative inspection and certification and we handle
one-off repairs through to total stock management
programmes. We don’t want your products to be out
of action any longer than you do, so our repair centres
across Europe promise a rapid turnaround with collection
services; ‘new for old’ options, and short term hire.
And it goes without saying – repairs are performed by
skilled engineers using quality spares from genuine
manufacturers.

Access our unique software system for your lifting gear certification
Make tangible cost savings with no paperwork
Enjoy stress-free audits and less product downtime
Put the legislative burden on us

Introducing CertM
A Certified Success

Imagine a system where all your lifting gear certification
is managed in one place. That system exists in
cyberspace and you can access it any time from any
mobile device. Your product data is constantly up to date
and your certificates can be viewed in seconds.
Add a few useful features – such as a simple ‘data
summaries’; colour coding for defective items, and
a warning system flagging up inspection deadlines
– and you can soon see the value of CertMax+ our
own revolutionary software programme for the total
management of lifting gear certification.
Our customers tell us that CertMax+ radically enhances
the way they operate, reducing in-house administration;
improving safety, and adding to their bottom line,
particularly with large volumes of gear across different
sites and off-shore rigging lofts.
They like the fact that it eases the legislative burden and
takes away the tedium of costly paperwork.
With CertMax+ we know we have something different.
We’d be delighted to demonstrate it to you.

tMax+

Select from our extensive portfolio of accredited courses
Stay ahead of important changes in lifting legislation
Keep even your most experienced people motivated and refreshed
Minimise downtime with training on your premises

Accredited Trai
Keeping One Step Ahead
On and off-shore lifting operations are subject to
complex operational and safety regulations and
companies have a statutory requirement to comply.
This is where CERTEX’s Lifting Know-how comes to the
fore. Our long involvement with the energy industry has
allowed us to work closely with regulatory bodies to
develop accredited lifting courses designed specifically for
oil and gas.
From shop floor operators through to senior managers, we
offer up-to-date, industry-approved training in all aspects
of lifting operations; health and safety and examination
and inspection.
Our accredited trainers offer a practical approach to
learning and our dynamic and compact courses can be
delivered at one of our many Lifting Centres, or on your
own premises, wherever you are. Our courses are also
tailored to meet the latest lifting regulations applicable in
your country.
Whatever your training requirements – be it Appointed
Person; Lift Supervisor; Crane Operator; Risk Assessor;
Wire Rope Examiner; Rigging Loft Management, or
Height and Rescue Training – an acclaimed course from
CERTEX can have a positive impact on performance and
profitability.

aining

We reach

Across Europe
and beyond

CERTEX offers a total lifting solution across Northern
Europe and further still.
We are a group of companies with a presence in over 40
European locations, working together to deliver ‘global
standards, local service’.
Our customers gain enormously from CERTEX’s collective
technical knowledge and buying power, and with the
support of our parent company, AxLoad, you can be
confident of dealing with a genuine market leader.
Our international strength has resulted in several highly
specialised engineering and design hubs supported by
our own worldwide distribution system. We also have
several Advanced Inspection Training Centres, alongside
dedicated Centres of Excellence for R&D and NDT, and a
CertMax+ Technology Centre.
Our operations are global, but our focus remains always
on personal service, helped by the fact that our parent
company, AxLoad, is part of Axel Johnson International,
one of Europe’s best-known family businesses.
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Head Offices
Distribution

CERTEX Denmark
Tel: +45 74 54 14 37
Fax: +45 74 54 05 62
E-mail: salg@certex.dk
www.certex.dk

CERTEX Lithuania
Tel: +370 (2) 322 297
Fax: +370 (2) 322 298
E-mail: info@certex.lt
www.certex.lt

CERTEX Sweden
Tel: +46 (0) 8758 0010
Fax: +46 (0) 8758 3813
E-mail: info@certex.se
www.certex.se

CERTEX Latvia
Tel: +371 761 1882
Fax: +371 6780 5072
E-mail: info@certex.lv
www.certex.lv

CERTEX Norway
Tel: +47 66 79 95 00
Fax: +47 66 79 95 30
E-mail: certex.oslo@certex.no
www.certex.no

ERLING HAUG
Tel: +47 73 53 97 00
Fax: +47 73 53 97 01
E-mail: firmapost@haug.no
www.haug.no

CERTEX Finland
Tel: +358 (0) 201 550 220
Fax: +358 (0) 201 550 230
E-mail: info@certex.fi
www.certex.fi

CERTEX Offshore Services
Tel: +47 71 58 87 00
Fax: +47 71 58 87 01
E-mail: offshore@certexoffshore.no
www.certexoffshore.no

CERTEX UK
Tel: +44 845 230 7475
Fax: +44 845 230 7476
Email: sales@certex.co.uk
www.certex.co.uk

CERTEX Russia
Tel: +7 812 335 09 65
Fax: +7 812 335 09 65
E-mail: salesstp@certex.net
www.certex.net

CERTEX Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 211 67009-0
Fax: +49 (0) 211 67009-49
E-mail: info@certex.de
www.certex.de

Mennens Netherlands
Tel: +31(0)20 5811811
Fax: +31(0)20 6840067
E-mail: amsterdam@mennens.nl
www.mennens.nl

CERTEX Estonia
Tel: +372 6205 136
Fax: +372 6205 146
E-mail: info@certex.ee
www.certex.ee

Mennens Belgium
Tel: +32(0)3 253 23 23
Fax: +32(0)3 253 23 24
E-mail: info@mennensbelgium.be
www.mennens.nl

CERTEX are Europe’s leading suppliers of lifting products and services
to the construction, oil and gas, transportation, manufacturing, marine,
mining, agriculture, renewable and utilities markets.

A unique knowledge transfer programme, exclusively
designed by CERTEX
DISCLAIMER
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of
this publication, no guarantee (express or implied) is given.
CERTEX does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained within this publication. The products
described may be changed without notice
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